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Abstract 
The problem turbulent boundary layer modeling on rotating diffuser walls using algebraic and k-H turbulence model was considered. 
An algorithm for boundary layer calculation in axisymmetric channels with axial rotation based on the "box" scheme finite-
difference method was developed. Flow velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer was calculated using the law of constant 
rate. For calculation of laminar and turbulent flow inside diffuser with opening angle 10° at varies speeds its axial rotation was 
used Vertel code, written in MATLAB. Results of this calculation correspond to results of this diffuser experiment investigation, 
based on PIV method. K-H turbulence model gives slightly better results. 
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1. Introduction 
The large number of axisymmetric channels widely used in such branches of industry as power-engineering, space 
and rocket engineering, oil and gas production, transportation and chemical industry. Ways to increase the efficiency 
of diffusers are considered in1,2. Much research devoted to internal axisymmetric boundary layer including rotational 
flow and flow on rotating walls. Clausen et al.3 showed experimentally that the swirl flow (from the axially rotating 
pipe) at the inlet of diffuser prevented separation of the flow from the wall of a stationary diffuser. The positive effect 
of swirl flow at the inlet of the diffuser was marked in4. Bajcar et al.5 experimentally studied the flow inside rotating 
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diffuser with the inner opening angle 18° and showed that its axial rotation can lead to the elimination of flow 
separation on its walls.  
Armfield and Fletcher6 make comparison of k-H and algebraic models for slow swirling at the inlet of stationary 
diffuser. Currently the Cebeci-Smith7 and Bolduin-Lomax8 models are the most popular algebraic models. Comparison 
of algebraic turbulence models9 has shown that among the models Rotta10,11 the model has a good result if the 
anisotropic index is greater than one. Calculations with the Cebeci-Smith7, Wolfshtein-Patel12,13 and Johnson-King14
(in Abid form15) models correspond to the experimental data on the rotating cylinder, and the Johnson-King model
gives a shade better results8. Algebraic turbulence model for the case of arbitrary three-dimensional turbulent boundary 
layers was developed by Filippov-Shakhov16,17. This model was used to calculate the various flows with 
rotation18,19,20,21,22. One of the most popular turbulence models with differential equations is k-Hmodel7,23. Abdalla, El-
Mayit, Abd El-Hamid and El-Shazly24 researched the rotational flow in a conical diffuser with opening angle 8°, 16° 
and 20° solving the Navier-Stokes equation and k-H turbulence model by finite-difference method. The calculation 
results correspond to the experimental data25,26,27,28,29. Using the k-H turbulence model Habib and Whitelaw30 calculated 
the rotational flow with reversal flow in the diffuser with opening angles 40° and 90° and long tubes behind them. 
Kurkin-Shakhov31 used this model to calculate boundary layer on axisymmetric arbitrarily shaped rotating body32. An 
alternative approach is described in the article33. 
There is no answer to the question - what kind of turbulence models is preferred to describe this type of flows. We 
investigated the question of the boundary layer in a rotating diffuser in more detail and extended the study6 by 
comparison algebraic and on the k-H turbulence model for rotation walls case. Not always turbulence models based on 
differential equations describe the flow better than algebraic models34. Therefore different types of turbulent models 
comparing is urgent for boundary layer on the rotating axisymmetric bodies and channels. 
2. Turbulence models for boundary layer on the rotational axisymmetric channels 
2.1. Formulation of the problem 
The system of axes is used where x is a coordinate along the channel wall, y is a coordinate measured normal to the 
body surface, z is a circular coordinate, see Fig. 1.   
Fig. 1. Scheme of the flow and the coordinate system in the axisymmetric channel 
According to the Boussinesq conjecture, the dynamic viscosity adds to the turbulent boundary layer as the sum of 
molecular and turbulent viscosity:  
tP P P6   ,
where P  is the molecular viscosity, tP  is the turbulent viscosity. If the laminar flow regime of liquid (gas) flow 
0tP  . 
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The no slip on wall and frictionless flow outside boundary layer define boundary conditions. For flow inside 
axisymmetric channel the velocity distribution at the outer edge of the boundary layer is calculating using the law of 
constant rate. For calculation the turbulent viscosity two types of models are used - algebraic and k-Hturbulence 
models. 
2.2. Algebraic turbulence model 
Algebraic turbulence model is based on the Prandtl mixing way concept35 subject to Van Driest36, Klebanoff37 and 
Cebeci38, and according to Cebeci-Smith35 is double-piece: 
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According to16,17,18,19,20,21,40 for boundary layer on the rotating axisymmetric bodies we calculate: 
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2.3. K-Hturbulence model 
According to Cebeci41 divide the band of solution to equation of algebraic ( sy yd ) and k-H turbulence models  
( sy y! ), 1s sy y uWQ  is calculating, where sy is set within the range of 50 and 100. The additional quantity 
0
0.5
y
W S    is used, which increase solution stability the equation system. 
3. Implementation of the turbulent boundary layer models in MATLAB 
The equation system of boundary layer is reduced to dimensionless form by Blasius variables x, 1 1eU xK Q   
and reduced to a set of first order differential equations - five equations for algebraic model and ten for k-H turbulence 
model. Finite-difference scheme "box" reduce differential equation system to algebraic system which is solved by 
Newton linearization method. The system of linear algebraic equations has tridiagonal blocked form (5х5 blocks for 
algebraic model and 10х10 for k-H model). To solve system of linear equations tridiagonal matrix algorithm is used. 
It allows increasing calculationg speed more than twice in comparison to Gaussian elimination. 
The equation system of boundary layer has parabolic type. Therefore it can solve iteratively, with consistent 
solution for each downstream cross-section of boundary layer. In the case of inner problem solution in each cross-
section introduces an additional intermediate iteration cycle to update the values of velocity at the outer edge of 
boundary layer based on the constant flow rate condition. Third-degree polynomial smoothing method is proposed to 
ensure the stability of the numerical differentiation of velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer. 
The algorithm is implemented in Vertel code42, written in MATLAB. The interface is based on MATLAB 
Graphical User Interface system and consists of form to set initial data and solution parameters, and also consist 
Handle Graphics functions to plot solution results. 
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4. Calculation of air flow in a rotating axisymmetric diffuser with an opening angle of 10°
Air flow in conical diffuser with opening angle 10° at different velocities : its axial rotation is calculated. Wall 
stress calculated in the Vertel code for laminar flow at Re = 2000, at : = 0 and : = 1 are in good agreement with 
results obtained by the authors in ANSYS CFX, see Fig. 2a. The coordinates of separation point defined in Vertel and 
CFX at : = 0 are also close. Calculated in ANSYS CFX fields of axial velocity, see Fig.2b,c, confirms the elimination 
of flow separation in axial rotation diffuser as well. 
Fig. 2. (a) Vertel code and ANSYS CFX wall stress compare; axial velocity at (b) := 0, (c) := 1. Re = 2000, laminar flow
Rotation of the diffuser around its axis leads to wall stress increase and separation point shifting downstream. 
Furthermore at : = 0.51 and Re = 2000 separation of laminar boundary layer is eliminated, see Fig. 3a. Elimination 
of turbulent flow separation requires less velocities of diffuser rotation than in laminar case. For example, for 
Re = 40 000 at : = 0.6 and : = 0.7 turbulent flow is unseparated, whereas laminar flow separation occurs, see 
Fig. 3b,c.
Fig. 3. Wall stress on x direction in rotation diffuser with open angle 10°
5. Experimental verification of flow calculation 
Verification of turbulence models was carried out by the comparison with results of experiment on research the 
flow in rotating diffuser with opening angle 10°. Experiments stands on particle image velocimetry (PIV) method 
implemented on Dantec Dynamics measurement system with pulse energy 30 mJ and light-sheets thickness 5-6 mm. 
To provide optical transparency diffuser was made of acrylic glass. Diffusor has 50 mm inlet and 100 mm outlet 
diameters and 286 mm length. Scheme of PIV experiment is shown at Fig. 4. The diffuser mounted cantilevered on 
two ball bearing. Its rotation is provided by AIR 80 B2 induction motor 2.2 kW power with Hitachi L100 inverter and 
V-belt transmission. The maximum reached in experiment rotation speed was 3 000 rpm. 
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Fig. 4 Scheme of PIV experiment
Formulation of the experiment likes to the previously conducted experimental study of flow at the outlet of rotating 
diffuser with an opening angle of 30°, see43. In contrast of43 here we investigate the internal flow through translucent 
diffuser wall. Details of this experiment, PIV data processing issues, and a number of fields and velocity profiles 
inside the rotating axisymmetric diffuser with an opening angle of 10° are given in44. The PIV frame has 150 mm 
length and equal to diameter of the diffuser width. Research of the first third of diffuser length showed that near the 
diffuser axis velocity profiles are constant. Therefore it is possible to allocate a flow core and it is possible to use 
boundary layer statement. The comparison of experimental and calculated velocity for conditions where it is possible 
to assume elimination of flow separation is shown on Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. Flow velocity on axis of diffusor with open angle 10°
Standard deviation between experimental and calculated velocity is 1.98% of inlet velocity value for algebraic 
turbulence model and 1,8% for k-H turbulence model at 4Re 2.2 10  . The standard deviation is 5.44% for algebraic 
model and 4,91% for k-H model at 4Re 4.8 10  . Bajcar et al.5 noted that in diffuser with opening angle 18° at 
4Re 2.01 10   and : = 1.125 flow separation was never observed. This is consistent with our results.
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6. Conclusion 
Method of calculating turbulent boundary layer on rotating axisymmetric channels based on algebraic and k-
Hturbulence model is presented. Axial diffuser with opening angle 10° was investigated. It is shown that its rotation 
could be eliminate flow separation on its walls. This result is in agreement with5. The calculation corresponds to the 
experimental data received by the first author. Mean square deviation forecast velocity from experimental velocity is 
1.8-1.98% at 4Re 2.2 10   and 4.91-5.44% at 4Re 4.8 10  . In contrast to6 the k-Hturbulence model gave somewhat 
better results. Experimental distribution of velocity at diffuser axis is slightly lower than the calculated one. It is mean 
that there are local flow separations. In the future work it is planned to continue the study with using of more advanced 
turbulence models such as large eddy simulation (LES) model, direct numerical simulation (DNS) etc. 
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